


Hello, I am Rufus! Can you guess what kind of animal I 
am?  I'll give you clues.

1



Here is the first clue.  My eyes look straight ahead, 
like a monkey's eyes.

2



I have little hands like a monkey, too! But I am not a 
monkey.

3



I have furry ears and a beautiful long tail like a cat.  
But I am not a cat.

4



My nose is wet, like a dog's nose.  But I am not a dog. 
Okay, what am I?

5



Did you guess right? I'm a lemur!  But not all lemurs 
look just like me. 

6



Some are much bigger than me, like this Indri.  He is 
as big as a four year old child!

7



And look at this lemur.  It is as small as a mouse! 
Lemurs can be many different colors, too.

8



Lemurs all live on the African island of Madagascar. 
We can see lots of lemurs there. Ready? Let's go! 

9



Here we are! It will be hard to see lemurs up in these 
thick trees. We need some help!

10



But don't worry!  I have lots of friends who can help. 
Here they come now!

11



This is Gavin. He's glad to meet you, but he is shy. That 
orange mark on his head looks like a crown, doesn't it?

12



Abby is a crowned lemur, too. She is not shy at all. 
She's excited! Abby says she and Gavin are very good 
at finding things in the forest.

13



Wait, that's Kiki! She wants to come, too.  With all 
this help I know we can find lots of lemurs!

14



All lemurs live in trees. We have to climb up high if we 
want to see them.  There is a place to sit and look 
around in this tree. Just follow me!

15



Okay, everybody, let's see how many different kinds 
of lemurs we can find! If we get tired, we can go home 
and come back another day. 

16
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Don't be scared! This black and white ruffed lemur is 
telling us to walk quietly. His friend is taking a nap up in 
a tree just past this spot.

17



Do you see him? He is sleeping high above the ground. 
He looks comfortable, doesn't he?

18



It's about time for our naps, too. That's enough 
lemurs for one day! We will say good-bye for now.

19



There are lots more lemurs to see in Madagascar, so 
come back soon. We'll be watching for you! 

20
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I hear something. I see something too! Look up! Are 
those collared lemurs up there?

21



Yes, there's my little cousin Toby and his family. Toby, 
come down and meet my new friend!

22



Toby looks like me a little bit, doesn't he? We both 
can jump a long way from one branch to another. Then 
we like to stretch out flat on a branch to rest. 

23
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Did you hear that zzz-vak sound?  There are sifakas 
nearby! Sifakas are very pretty lemurs. Let's go see! 

24



Do you see them? They are sitting up like people!  
Sifakas have beautiful colors and long, strong back 
legs. Their tails are long, too, but not as furry as mine!

25



Look, there's a baby! Sifakas can jump over 30 feet (9 
meters) from tree trunk to tree trunk.  They even hop 
when they are on the ground.

26



Sifakas don't look like me, but they eat the same 
foods I do. We both can eat leaves and stems. But can 
you guess our favorite foods? Fruit and flowers!

27
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What is that clucking sound? I hear something up in this 
giant bamboo. Gavin, can you see anything up there?

28



Yes, Rufus. I see my friend Koto. He's a bamboo lemur. 
Hey, Koto, come down here! He's almost as shy as I am, 
but he will come down and talk to us. 

29



Hi, Gavin! Hi, everyone! Did you hear me eating lunch? 
Bamboo is my favorite food.

30



I think bamboo is yummy! Giant bamboo is also a great 
place for a lemur like me to hide and be safe. 

31
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Listen to that screeching! Only one kind of lemur makes 
that much noise. It's a bunch of ring-tails playing up in 
the trees. They are even louder than Kiki!

32



Ring-tailed lemurs live in big friendly groups. They do 
everything together and take care of each other. But 
they don't let other ring-tail groups come close. 

33



See that ring-tail? He is the lookout. If he sees 
strange ring-tails nearby, he will bark and shriek and 
shake his tail at them to chase them away. 

34



All his friends will come to help. The strange ring-
tailed lemurs will bark and jump around, too. Ring-
tailed lemur battles are noisy, but nobody gets hurt. 

35
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Lots Of Lemurs Vocabulary
         
adapted  Changed to fit into a new place or situation.
                                       
Africa  Large continent in the eastern hemisphere south of the Mediterranean Sea.
                                       
bamboo lemurs  Small, shy lemurs who eat bamboo stems and leaves.
           
black and white ruffed lemurs  Big lemurs who have a stiff mane of hair around their necks.

collared brown lemur  Lemurs related to crowned lemurs that have reddish longer fur like a collar sticking out on both 
sides below their chins.

continent One of the six or seven great divisions of land on the globe, such as Africa, North America, and Europe.

crowned lemurs  Medium-sized lemurs with an orange mark just above the eyes shaped like a crown. Boy and girl 
crowned lemurs are different colors, but both have the crown mark.

endemic  Only living and growing in one location.

extinct  Not existing anymore. If a kind of animal once lived in a place, but none of the animals live there now, then that 
animal is extinct there.

habitat  The type of place where a plant or animal normally lives or grows.

indri  The largest type of lemur. It is about the size of a four year old child. It is black and white, has a loud, wailing 
call, and has a short tail. 

island  Land that is completely surrounded by water.

lemurs  A group of mammals related to monkeys and apes that live only on the island of Madagascar. Lemurs come in 
many sizes and colors but all live in trees.
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Madagascar  The fourth largest island on earth. Madagascar is near the southeast coast of Africa and is the home 
of many unusual plants and animals including baobab trees and lemurs.

monkey  A furry animal with grasping hands, eyes that see in 3-D, and a long tail. Monkeys live in warm parts of the 
world such as Africa and South America.

mouse lemur  Any of a group of very tiny lemurs that sleep in the daytime and look for food at night.

predator  An animal that lives by catching and eating other animals.

ring tailed lemurs  Fairly large lemurs whose bushy tails have dark and light rings. They also have dark rings around 
their eyes. Ringtails live in big groups and spend more time walking on the ground than most lemurs.

sifakas  Tall, slender lemurs who make the "sss-fak" sound that gives them their name.  Most kinds of sifaka are white 
with dark or rusty-colored markings down the arms and legs. Sifakas stand up straight holding a tree trunk, and even 
stay up straight when they leap to another tree trunk.
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This activity was downloaded from Annie's Resource Attic and is copyright 2012 by ann brundige studio. You may make 
and distribute as many copies as you want, but must include this page. You may not sell this activity, nor use any of its 
elements for commercial purposes. For details regarding this Creative Commons license, see the Terms of Use section of 
the web page at www.annbrundige studio.com .

Lots of Lemurs is part of an activity set on Madagascar that includes another books, plus writing activities, tests, and off-computer printable 
materials you can download from the activity set main page.  All images, videos, text, and sounds are copyright 2011 by Ann Brundige with the 
following exceptions:

Photo Credits
These two maps were combined with Rufus pointing to Madagascar:

Public Domain Satellite map   satellitenkarte-madagaskar.png
http://www.worldofmaps.net/en/africa/map-madagascar/satellite-map-madagascar.htm 

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Africa_topography_map.png By Bamse [CC-BY-SA-3.0], via Wikimedia Commons

Black And White Ruffed Lemur
Black and white looking out of image http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Black-and-White_Ruffed_Lemur,_Mantadia,_Madagascar.jpg
By Frank Vassen 2008 [CC-BY-2.0 ], via Wikimedia Commons

Sleepy Black and white   3900281464_574ebc1503_o.jpg Black-and-white Ruffed Lemur, Nosy Mangabe, Madagascar by Frank Vassen 2008  
[CC-BY-2.0] via Flickr.com  

Red Collared Brown
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Eulemur_collaris_001.jpg Collared brown family By Alex Dunkel (Visionholder) (Own work) [CC-BY-3.0 ], 
via Wikimedia Commons   
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Gentle Grey Bamboo Lemur
4022332051_22cc6f0c43_o.jpg  Eastern Lesser Bamboo Lemur, Marojejy National Park, Madagascar By Frank Vassen 2008 [CC-BY-2.0 ] via 
Flickr.com 

Indri
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Indri_Ankanin'ny_Nofy.jpg By Olivier Lejade [CC-BY-SA-2.0], via Wikimedia Commons   Decided to use 
this photo instead of old drawing

Brown Mouse Lemur
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Brown_Mouse_Lemur,_Nosy_Mangabe,_Madagascar_2.jpg
Brown mouse lemur By Frank Vassen [CC-BY-2.0], via Wikimedia Commons

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Ant_on_leaf.jpg
By Luke Elstad (Own Work in MN) [CC-BY-SA-3.0], via Wikimedia Commons  Added to leaf in Mouse Lemur photo
_________________________________
Photos To Compare With Rufus Body Parts For Who Am I?
Monkey Hand http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Diana_Monkey2.jpg By Trisha Shears from Louisville, Kentucky, United States (Diana 
Monkey) [CC-BY-SA-2.0], via Wikimedia Commons

Monkey Eyes http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Mantled_Guereza_001.jpg By Ltshears (Own work) [CC-BY-SA-3.0], via Wikimedia 
Commons

Dog Nose http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:The_nose_of_a_dog.JPG By HTO (Own work) [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons

Sounds Credits
From www.freesound.org
Ambience- valiha plus birds 5648_pushtobreak_valihaloop1_8 
Ambience- Menu page 20783_wanna73_Bird_rainforest01.wav
Snoring lemur 40621__acclivity__SleepingBeauty.wav
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Black and White Ruffed Lemur sound re-mixed from 99225__soundbytez__black_and_white_ruffed_lemur01.wav

From Wikimedia Commons 
Sifaka "zuss" sound http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Propithecus_candidus_-_zzuss_001.ogg
By Simponafotsy (Own work) [Public domain]

Ring-Tailed Lemur Sounds
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/9a/Lemur_catta--cackle1.ogg By Joseph M. Macedonia   [CC-BY-SA-3.0 ] 

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Lemur_catta--squeals1.ogg By Joseph M. Macedonia  [CC-BY-SA-3.0 ]

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Lemur_catta--click_series_&_yaps.ogg By Joseph M. Macedonia [CC-BY-SA-3.0 ]

Note--Lemur racket combines part of click series and yaps with squeals1. Lemur racket2 combines part of click series and yaps with cackle1.

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Lemur_catta--cackle4.ogg By Chris Mercer [CC-BY-SA-3.0]

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/7d/Varecia_roar-shriek_chorus1.ogg by Joseph M. Macedonia  Ruffed lemur chorus [CC-BY-
SA-3.0] Commons    Used a bit of this for Kiki

From www.partnersinrhyme.com  Public domain sounds
lemur4clucks.au used for bamboo lemur
lemur4clucks.au mixed with lemur2.au for collared lemur sounds
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